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Election Results Are In
The results of last week's Law
School Student Senate election are in.
The new members, who will hold
their positions until the Spring elections, are:
lL Representatives
Sections A-D: Judd Spray
Sections E-H: Jason Spak
Sections I-L:
Veronica Vela
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3L Representative
Wayne RtJN

ate and holding office hours.
Votes are counted several times by
current members of the Senate along
with the chair of the Elections Committee, a volunteer position, to guarantee impartiality. Exact vote counts
are not released.
The new Senate members will join
current members Brandon Mack,
President; Michael Ponder, Treasurer;
J Nelson, Secretary; Laura
.
jar, Senior Board of Governors;
Evers, 3L Representative; Sarah
Loope, 2L Representative; and Brian
Pomerantz, 2L Representative.
All executive offices (President,
President, Treasurer, Secretary),
ell as Senior Board of Governors
2L and 3L Represenative positions, are up for grabs in the Spring
election. Those officers hold their
positions for a full year.
The six-way contest for Vice President was a swprise to many, since last
Spring there was only one candidate
listed on the ballot for each executive
office. 2L and 3L Representative offices were likewise filled primarily by
write-in candidates.
"It's encouraging to see a real contest for LSSS positions," said Nelson.
"It shows that students are enthusiastic to get involved with student
government. Enthusiasm is the key
to being effective."
Upcoming events sponsored by
LSSS include the (in)famous Halloween Party, slated for late October.

LLM Representative
Luis Gonzalez
Vice President
Stephanie Helfrich

All new members will assume their
duties following approval by the current Senate body. The four lL Representatives, after their terms in office,
will vy for only two 2L Representative positions in the Spring.
Oass representatives are elected
primarily to voice the concerns and
interests of their fellow classmates.
The Board of Governors positions
give the student body a voice on the
Lawyers Oub Board of Governors.
Other duties for all positions include
hosting events sponsored by the Sen-

See the "Decade in Review" display set
up by the Michigan Supreme Court Historical Sodety on the landing between the
Reading Room and the Library. The Sodety was organized in 1988 as a nonprofit corporation dedicated to preserving
documents, records, and memorabilia relating to the Michigan Supreme Court.
Order forms for its newest publication,
the Michigan Supreme Court Reference Guide, which tells the stories ofeach
of Michigan's first 100 Supreme Court
Justices from 1805 to 1998, are available
next to the display.
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Affirtnative Action:
Reverse Discrim.ination?
OPINION- By Yingtao Ho

the students wanted race-based affirLast Wednesday afternoon, about mative action to continue.
two hundred students, faculty memThere were two other speakers on
bers, and other members of the com- the panel, including Nancy Canter,
munity gathered at the Michigan the Provost of the University, and
Union Ballroom to discuss the most John Payton, the lead attorney in derecent news concerning the fense of the University's admissions
University's beleaguered race-con- policy. Their comments are pertinent
scious admissions policy. Of particu- to the commentary section that follar concern to the Law School was the lows.
presence of its own Dean Lehman on
Now, realizing that by writing this
the panel, and he spoke in defense of I am giving up whatever dream I have
the Law School's admissions policy.
ever had to teach law at a reputable
First, Dean Lehman made the same law school (more on this point later),
speech he did at orientation, describ- I will comment on the legal claims
ing the idea of sympathetic engage- against the University's admissions
ment with counter argument as the policy. In this discussion, social policy
core of a good law school education. concerns will be involved whenever
He then elaborated upon the need for necessary. After the legal discussion,
differing perspectives, because only other social policy concerns will also
through these different perspectives be raised.
can effective counter argument be
A few days ago, the Fourth Circuit
generated. Admitting race is consid- of Appeals handed down the decision
ered separate from diversity by the Tuttle v. Arlington School Board, and
Law School, Lehman insisted that dif- decided that a kindergarten admisferent perspectives of races contrib- sions policy that gave minority appliuted to law student discussion. He cants a better chance to get in was
then firmly asserted, without evi- unconstitutional. John Payton, in his
dence, that the Law School does not speech,. said the decision was a vicadmit anyone who does not deserve tory for his side because it recognized
to be here, or anyone whom the ad- Bakke as the law of the land. Notwithmissions committee does not believe standing the fact that Tuttle did not
to have future star potential.
affirm Bakke, but rather said that until
Next, Lehman cited two studies. the Supreme Court rules otherwise, it
The first was of Law School alumni would assume Bakke is the controlling
who graduated after 1970. According precedent, Payton ignored a crucial
to Lehman, the Bar passage rate was five step test laid down in Tuttle for
consistent between majority and mi- deciding if an admissions policy is too
nority graduates. He then asserted narrow.
that while there was a small difference
The first step of the test is to ask
in the income of graduates before whether there are any alternative
1990, there was no statistical differ- race-neutral policies. It is my asserence between graduates after 1990. tion that there is an alternative to race
The second study he cited was one conscious admissions at the Law
done on current students at Michigan School, and it involves two steps.
and Harvard law schools. In the Ftrst, understanding that most college
study, in sharp contrast to a poll of students will only work as hard as
Michigan undergraduates done a few they have to, it's important to inform
days ago in which 51% of the students prelaw advisors across the country
were against a race conscious admis- that the Law School is raising admissions policy, an overwhelming 80% of sions standards for minority appli-
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cants. Knowing that they now need
a 3.6 rather than a 3.2, many minority
students may decide to party only on
the weekends, rather than all week
long. Over a period of four or five
years, the qualification of minority
applicants will be sufficiently high to
make them competitive. At Berkeley
and Austin,. where race-based affirmative action is no longer allowed, the
minority admissions rates have risen
as applicant credentials have improved by necessity. The above conclusion is also logical. If the academic
ability of different races are identical,
then hypothetically they should perform at the same level in the non-discriminatory college atmosphere, assuming that equal academic pressure
is applied.
Second, it's important for the Law
School to take the admissions net and
open it wide. By all means, use the
amount of difficulty overcome as a
factor in admissions. This will allow
the admissions committee to look beyond the numbers, and look at something such as the amount of racial discrimination that the applicant has suffered. The admissions committee can
also consider the high school curriculum that an applicant's school offered,
and evaluate his academic potential
based on how much he's improved in
the four years of college. Provost Canter said that past performance is not
the only factor in considering the future. As has been shown, Canter's
statement is the key to maintaining a
diverse class without race conscious
admissions policies. The Law School
can also establish minority scholarships, and make sure those minority
students who are admitted have the
chance to attend the Law School. It
is thus clear that there is an alternative way to establish diversity at the
Law School.
The second element of the Tuttle
test is the duration of the policy. The
Tuttle decision asserted that there
must be a "logical stopping point'' for
an affirmative action policy. It is my
contention that affirmative action is a
self fulfilling prophesy that will never
end. When one looks at the segregated South before the 1960s, one sees
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stark imagery of how Blacks are set
out to be different from Whites.
Whether it be separate drinking fountains, or separate seating on a bus,
Blacks were set out to be the "other'' something different that deserved discrimination. Until the time when this
conception of the "other" is removed
from our consciousness, until we on
some level cannot distinguish black
from white, discrimination will always occur - if not on the conscious
level, then on the subconscious level.
Throughout history human beings
have fought against those different
from themselves, and that fundamental distrust of the other can never be
wiped out by progress. Affirmative
action, by setting out the minority as
the "other," ensures the continuation
of subconscious discrimination, and
in turn the need for more affirmative
action. It is, then, a perpetual policy,
and is too broad to be constitutional.
The third element of the test set out
by the Tuttle Court is whether the admissions policy can be considered to
be racial balancing. It declares that
any policy that skews the odds of se-

lection in favor of certain minorities conscious discrimination is ineviengages in something so similar to table) are innocent third parties in the
racial balancing, and strict set asides, equation. The impact on these third
that there is no practical difference parties is tremendous. To be rejected
between the two. Racial balancing from law schools such as Michigan is
was ruled to be unconstitutional in to be denied the most prestigious opBakke. The Law School's admissions portunities available to law students
policy, which clearly skews the odds before even entering law school. Poof selection in favor of a minority ap- sitions such as Supreme Court clerk
plicant who is indistinguishable from or professor at a prestigious law
a majority applicant, constitutes racial school, or associate at the nation's best
balancing according to the Tuttle law firms, are denied to all students
Court. In this respect, the Law who did not go to a top law school.
School's admissions policy is uncon- More employers come to the top law
stitutional.
schools for interviews than the total
The fourth step of the test is number of second and third year stuwhether the policy is flexible. Because dents there combined. Every Michithe Law School's admissions policy gan student, assuming a minimum
does consider each applicant as an level of competence, is guaranteed a
individual, it passes this step of the good job upon graduation. While the
admissions policy may only influence
test.
The fifth step of the test is the bur- dozens of students per yecu; the acden of the policy on innocent third tual impact upon those students, and
parties. It's clear that majority appli- their dreams and aspirations, are
cants, who do not bear any direct re- enormous. The reality is that because
sponsibility for segregation and other of the color of their skin, notwithshameful practices of the past, and
who have probably never engaged in
See POLICY, page 15
an act of overt discrimination, (sub-
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Dear Res Gestae Editors,
I recently noticed an unpleasant
inequity in the student "e-mail"
lounge beneath Hutchins Hall: the
sole computer terminal for disabled
people is different dirtier, and more
outdated than the other terminals.
The old-looking "LC ID" Macintosh
is the only non-IBM PC in the room,
some of the onscreen letters are wavy
and hard to read, and the whole unit
looks like it hasn't been cleaned for
years.
In addition, there is a mysterious
and apparently meaningless yellow
sticker saying "M-3"-sounds like
U.S. Army ordinance?!-above the
screen, whereas every other nearby
terminal has, instead, above its screen
a necessary information slip on what
to do or whom to contact for help if
the terminal isn't working. Why the
discrepancy?
It certainly sends a very poor, and
striking, message about this school's
regard for the disabled to see such a
disturbing anomaly, and one hopes
matters can soon be rectified. "Placing the already disadvantaged at an
additional disadvantage is criminal."
Sincerely,
David Boyle
To the Editor of Res Gestae:
I am writing in response to "A
Modest Proposal" by Yingtao Ho
(September 21, 1999). I am quite concerned with the assertions and complaints Mr. Ho has made on behalf of
"most of us". Although I am a fellow
1L, I certainly do not share Mr. Ho' s
first impressions of Law School, nor
it seems, do my classmates. My peers
have responded to Mr. Ho' s diatribe
with anger, surprise, and most of all,
disbelief.

Mr. Ho complains that classes have
been moving slowly. He is right: our
classes have been moving slowly
through the assigned materials. How-

ever, I do not agree that this is either
"very boring" or a waste of time, as
Mr. Ho claims. I believe that the pace
of our classes is designed to provide
sufficient time for involved class discussion, substantial individual
thought, and concentrated consideration of important issues- issues that
both warrant and demand the amount
of time we have been spending. These
issues are not as Mr. Ho says, "fundamental knowledge of the American
legal system" (which he calls "Legal
Systems 101") that we should have
already mastered. To the contrary,
what most would call "Legal Systems
101" has been assumed. I have yet to
hear in class - or read in the class
materials - a discussion of the system
of checks and balances, or of how a
bill becomes a law. Rather, our initial
class discussions have focused on issues fundamental to the more complex concepts about which we will
soon learn in each course. These are
not the ''basics of the legal system" or
course material for "Legal Systems
101", but the basics of being an educated and competent attorney. Without fully understanding these fundamentals, our later discussions will be
cursory at best. I ask Mr. Ho: How
will we understand the intricacies of
an intentional, versus an unintentional homicide, if we do not fully
understand the concept of mens rea?
How will we effectively examine
Leasehold Estates if we conceive of
property as tangible goods and not a
relationship among people? It is essential that we all spend time exploring these concepts. Mr. Ho' s proposed system (testing newly admitted students' knowledge of basic principles of the American Legal system
in order to remove the focus on ''basics" from the curriculum) is as absurd as it is patronizing. The concepts
we are discussing cannot be - nor
should they be - reduced to "choose
A, B or C".

1\.e!:i ~e!:itae
Mr. Ho also asserts that law school
is like being "back in grade school
again" because the "professor is leading [him] by the hand through materials". What grade school class addresses strict liability or the standard
of reasonable care? Regardless of the
subject matter, I submit that Mr. Ho' s
experience may seem like grade
school to him if he is allowing himself to be lead by the hand. If he is
under the impression that the professors are leading him to the answer,
then he is missing the point entirely,
and he himself is causing his return
to "grade school". I suggest that Mr.
Ho spend more time (both inside and
outside of the classroom) contemplating the issues we are discussing, and
less time trying to run the show. For
if he thinks that he understands the
issues fully, he is probably considering them only superficially.

I am quite confident that by November Mr. Ho will realize that he has
much to understand, and plenty to
outline.

•
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SUNSTEIN
Bromberg & Sunstein LLP will be conducting on-campus
interviews for summer and entry-level associates on Friday,
October 15. If you have an interest in high stakes litigation
involving intellectual property disputes, trademark law, or
patent prosecution, we are eager to meet you.
Bromberg & Sunstein LLP provides legal representation in
business, civil litigation, and intellectual property (patents,
trademarks, and copyrights), with particular attention to the
interface between business and technology.
INTE1LEC11JALPROPERTY • BUSINESS • liTIGATION
125 Summer Street, Boston, MA 02110-1618
Tel: (617) 443-9292 • Fax: (617) 443-0004
E-Mail: iplaw@bromsun.com
Web Site: http://www.bromsun.com

Linda Kingsley

It's better with Pepper!
Come find out why. Get a taste for what makes Pepper special at our Web site,
www.pepperlaw.com. You'll see that we offer a competitive salary and benefits
package, excellent training programs, and the opportunity to work directly with clients
and top practitioners on challenging legal issues. Learn more about our lawyers, our
practice areas and our clients.
We'll be visiting the Michigan campus on Monday, October 18. We hope you'll take
the opportunity to interview with us and learn more about why your career really is
better with Pepper!

Pepper Bamilion LLP
--~=---------~-u.

Philadelphia • Washington, D.C. • Detroit • New York
Pittsburgh • Wilmington • Harrisburg • Berwyn • Cherry Hill
www.pepperlaw.com
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Hnn Hrbor:
Ripoff City, USH
By Paul DiOer
After having lived most of my life
in or around New York Gty, Philadelphia and Washington, D.C., I came to
Ann Arbor expecting all the comforts
I'd always heard Midwesterners brag
about as they whined about the faults
of the East Coast: friendly people, lots
of space, and low prices. After a year
in the Heartland I can admit that
people here are a little more affable
(which is not to say I don't occasionally long for that East Coast rudeness
at moments of severe homesickness).
And, yes, there is a little more elbow
room to go around (even if the Ann
Arbor landlords insist on converting
every square inch of habitable space
into a profit-generating residential
unit). But when it comes to the prices
for and availability of goods and services, Ann Arbor is the absolute worst.
This city is easily the most overpriced
and under-supplied in the country.
Yes, I know you think my claim is
totally absurd. "Ann Arbor is not
nearly as expensive as New York or
D.C.," you will undoubtedly object.
But I stand firm. Except for rent
(which also costs a lot more than it
should in a city of this size), this city
costs more than either of those. And
if you account for the undeniable fact
that there is not nearly as much to do
in this city, the disparity in prices is
even more outrageous.
For the educational benefit of all of
you skeptics, I undertook an informal
empirical study to illustrate my claim.
A can of tuna fish (a dietary staple for
all of us culinarily-challenged) costs
about $0.79 nationwide. In Ann Arbor, however, the cost is about twice
as much. In 'n' Out on East University has the gall to charge $1.49 for a
can. At the corner of Packard and
State, Bill's Market, Blue Front and
Campus Corner charge $1.29, $1.39
and $1.39, respectively. How about a
box of Kleenex tissues, which costs
$1.00 at any reasonable American grocery store? Here in Ann Arbor, the
aforementioned establishments
charge between $1.89 and $1.99. As

II

far as dry-cleaning, anywhere else in planation of "typical college town."
this country you pay between $1.00 Students generally have less money
and $1.25 to launder a shirt. In Ann than the general population so it's
Arbor they charge almost two bucks. counter-intuitive that they would be
The list goes on and on: milk, cereal, able to afford higher prices. It could
haircuts -anything, that is, besides be that students are just stupid conbooze-is ridiculously overpriced.
sumers, willing to pay more for less
Asiftheprice-gougingweren'tbad because they're too lazy to shop
enough, you have to contend with the around. But I suspect something a bit
scarcity of consumer goods. Fresh more sinister is occurring. I suspect
produce, for instance, is impossible to that these local merchants are ripping
find. The only options within a mile people off and making a lot of money
radius of the law school are White doing it.
Market and Village Corner where, if
All you Posnerians out there will
you're lucky, you might find a rotten surely respond with characteristic disbanana and a couple of bruised missal of my anti-business ravings.
apples. Walk the streets of New York With your steadfast faith in the haland you'll see a fresh produce stand lowed free market, you will explain
on every block. In Ann Arbor, the best away the exorbitant prices in this
you get is the Farmers' Market for town as the natural result of supply
fourhoursonceaweek. (Yeah,Iknow and demand. I, however, am not
about the People's Food Co-op in nearlysotrusting.AnyRalphNaderKerrytown, but that's a bit of a hike wannabes out there? Ithinksomeone
and it's no bargain either. ought to bring a class action unconZingerman's, of course, is a fine op- scionability suit against these mertion if you don't object to paying $2 chants on behalf of all the bereaved
for a tomato and $3 for a peach.)
Ann Arbor consumers. Until then, let
I don't expect much sympathy me know if you're going to Meijer so
from the car-dependent Midwestern- I can get a ride.
ers at this school. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
"If you don't like Founded in 1909, Vorys, Sater, Seymour
the stores around and Pease LLP has grown to be one of the
here, drive to largest lawfirms in the country, with more
TRADffiON
Meijer," they will than 300 lawyers in five offices. Our
undoubtedly tell clients range from some of the world's
OF
me. Well, I don't largest companies and organizations to
INNOVATION
own a car. I know it individuals and small businesses. We
represent
them
across
the
country
and
might sound unAND
thinkable to all the around the world in litigation, business
and personal transactions involving
gas-guzzling, enviQUALITY
virtually every legal subject.
ronment-destroying SUV drivers-,
but I actually enjoy
VoRYS, SATER, SEYMOUR AND PEASE LLP
living an automoObserving our 90th Anniversary
bile-free existence.
The fact that I rely
52 East Gay Street T Columbus, Ohio 43215
on my feet and bite/614.464.6400 T fax 614.464.6350
cycle for transportaColumbus T Washington, D.C. T Oeveland T Cincinnati T Alexandria, VA
tion shouldn't mean
www.vssp.com
that I have to pay a
financial penalty.
So what explains Vorys, Sater, Seymour and Pease LLP will be on campus on October
this awful con- 11, 1999 interviewing 2nd year students for summer associate positions
sumer situation in in our Columbus, Cincinnati and Oeveland offices for the summer
AnnArbor? When- of 2000. Our 1999 summer clerk class included the following students
ever I engage in this from the University of Michigan Law School:
diatribe I am immeAaron Berke T Gregory R. Daniels T MarkS. Germann
diately offered the
James M. Peppe T Steven W. Sebastian
unsatisfactory ex-
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MOORE,

LLP

HANOVER PLAZA

350 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10166
PHONE: 212 119 1999

FACSIMILE: 212 825 2000

Bruce D. Manning
3019 Lakehaven Court
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
Dear Bruce,
We really enjoyed having you here as a summer associate this past summer and
we are pleased to extend you an offer for full-time enslavement, I mean, employment.
Hanover, Chamberlain and Moore wish to share with you the following information
about joining our legal team.
You may pick up your five standard Firm-issue suits at Brooks Brothers starting
the 1st of November. Ties and shirts have also been selected for you. This year, our
Decorum Committee has decided to offer two distinct styles: Stuffy New York Blue and
Shiny Purple Euro Trash. Express yourself and choose the standard Firm-issue suit
that best fits your style.
Hanover, Chamberlain, and Moore will be having a Firm-wide holiday,
Appreciation of Diversity Day on October 12, 2000. Appreciation of Diversity Day is an
alternative event for Columbus Day and is not mandatory. In fact, you are encouraged
to work right on through the Firm-wide holiday. Just like at Christmas. Nevertheless,
the Firm would appreciate it if you would stop on by Viswanath Ramji's office on 23 and
let him know how much you appreciate his diversity. Embrace The White Patriarchy
Day, which is celebrated every day, is not a Firm-wide holiday.
As you know, Hanover, Chamberlain and Moore, a legal institution of the
highest level, requires a work commitment of the highest level. Please take advantage of
our in-house dry cleaning, hair cutting, shoe shining, ear wax cleansing, intravenous
feeding and bed pan changing services. We will also provide, free of charge, a healing
I

salve to ease the chaffing associated with the leg irons. (That was a joke! Firm
Wackiness™ strikes again!)
You will be expected to bill2825 hours a year. This is a mere 8 hours a day,
every day. We care about the quality of your life outside of the firm so please enjoy New
York in the generous free time you will have. Or sleep. Your choice. Bonuses will be
available in increments of Mercedes-Benzes starting with the 3100th hour.
Billing requirement discounts are available to young associates willing to donate
organs to aging partners. Please contact Joanne in the Organ Receiving Department to
make arrangements to get rid of that pesky extra kidney.
See you in September,
Howard M. Brimsley, III
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Fall Fashiort Guide
for Professors
By Elizabeth Khalil
:MEMORANDUM
To: professors
Re: Your look
There are plenty of reasons to feel
superior as a law professor: the fame;
the fortune; the ability to pronounce
"certiorari."
When the best-dressed lists are assembled, though, the denizens of
Hutchins Hall are often bumped off
in favor of the likes of movie stars and
models. What do they have that professors don't? A team of fashion advisors, that's what. All the world's
crazy about a sharp-dressed professor, but there are no Federal Rules of
Fashion to help achieve that goal.
It's high time someone funneled the
fashion trends right to the closets of
Ann Arbor's next trendsetters. Here
we offer a hornbook. Think of it as a
Model Fashion Code, adaptable to
suit the needs of your own personal
clothing jurisdiction.

for a rocket launch.
H you're reluctant to Jetsonize your
life, start out slowly with accessories.
One key piece for the season is a silver laptop bag that can coordinate
with the rest of your gear or stand
alone. It's an easy way to establish
cyber-cred: for all anyone knows, you
could be jetting off to the space station for a moon mission. Or you could
simply be plugging into Ethernet.
Who knows?
An added bonus: as far-out as the
look may seem, the farthest galaxy
you'll have to venture to is Briarwood
Mall.
Now's the time to shine it up. Remember that old adage: polish or perish!
Back Here on Earth

Even for professors who refuse to
enter hyperspace, this fall can still be
the time to entertain trends from beyond the Law Quad.
Formulating the Look
A cutting-edge yet earthy trend to
catch is the tight dressy T-shirt (IDT).
The report from the runways is in: Silk blends make these tops more
this season, the word is "minimalist dressy than your average gym-wear
cyber-wear." Well, maybe that's three model. Often a touch of futuristic
words, but three very important Lycra® spandex gives these shortwords.
sleeved tops their clingy, show-off
It's time to party like it's 1999, be- feel, for both male and female profs.
cause it is. Leave your old fashion Latin pop sensation Ricky Martin has
notions behind with the rest of this made the IDT look famous, but don't
century, and dress up in silver, irides- feel intimidated even if you've never
cent versions of favorite colors, and been a Latin pop sensation. Pair the
lots of reflective gear. Mirrors stuck shirt with a blazer, or wear it bare with
in unusual places make otherwise a smart pair of gabardine silk pants.
boring threads extraterrestrial. Is that Soon you too will be living la vida
a scarf in your pocket? No, it's a mir- loca.
ror!
The start of the school year is also
There's no reason to be nervous a time to experiment with cosmetics
about surrendering to this alien inva- -but pleas stay this side of the ozone.
Let's take a practical example. In
sion. True, we haven't seen to many
Michigan profs sporting the super- his fall show, hat designer Philip
nova look just yet, but that's the whole Treacy had his models wear wild,
cache. It fulfills your RDA of daring- shiny-blue makeup covering half their
ness without requiring you to sign up faces. While "daring" is definitely an

in attitude for the season, we can't endorse this look for everyday classroom wear. Distracting? Affirmative.
We were thinking more like shiny lip
liner.
One last word (well, not really) on
shine: as much as you'll love it (and
you will), don't go for shine in every
single item of clothing, unless your
name is Dieter or Anka and you can
bypass the velvet rope at Eurotrash
nightclubs. To our knowledge, this describes no one on the Michigan faculty.
Channeling the Fashion Gods
You're willing to explore the fall
fashion galaxy, but you're having
cyber-doubts. How can you find a
look and run with it when it's all so
overwhelming? You look at you look
at baby-pleated skirts, shiny ties and
silver pocket watches and you're taking the fifth on it all. You're ready to
pack it all in and do what your students do: arrive to class freshly rolled
out of bed.
Now, think for a minute before you
demur on the whole fashion scene:
can you honestly say you've been listening to what your inner fashion
plate is telling you? Everyone has a
fashion voice within them; it's only a
question of knowing how to listen.
We've noticed some professors, for
example, who cover themselves completely in powder given a blackboard,
a piece of chalk. and a dream. They
brush the marks off; they appear
somewhere else. These professors are
not just messy- they're expressing
a desire for the suave. chalk-striped
suiting that will never go out of style.
Other profs find an example of every
legal principle in a scene from a
movie. Try as they might, they just
can't stop quoting "Casablanca" or

See FASHION, page 11
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oursathome. Thatway,sincewewill
already have copied everything we
need to know into our reading notes,
we will have no problems when called
on in class. Since these books were
sally the same. Books. Books and all written by faculty, I'm sure they'll
books and more books. Laptop com- be kind and offer a discount Alterputers, so that when professors get natively, the Law School might want
excited and start talking incredibly to put the books online, and outfit the
quickly, usually about something cru- lecture rooms with internet conneccial to the final exam, students can tions, so that all students can follow
record the words directly into along without all that useless paper.
memory and play them back several Then the books can be used both at
times an hour, until they can recite in home and at school, and I'm sure that
their sleep that appellate review of no law student would ever call up any
cases only covers the facts. They carry other internet site instead. The best
laptop support systems - power solution, however, might just be to
cables and extension cords and many have all classes teleconferenced from
other tools used only to trip other students' and professor's homes.
unwary students trying to get to their That way, you could be getting other
seats. Other than that, there is almost things done, like dusqng, while you
nothing personal in these backpacks. listened. You wouldn't even have to
Maybe a piece of identification. in case change out of your pajamas if you
the slow-moving student is unable to adjusted your camera correctly, since
cross a street fast enough to avoid a other students would only see your
speeding University of Michigan bus, head if you were called on.
I feel confident that these suggesperhaps a pencil or a highlighter, but
nothing else. All that weight, and tions are quite reasonable and encourage the administration to consider
nothing even remotely personal.
I think the Law School ought to them well. However, bear in mind
think seriously about solutions to this that these are only suggestions. H they
problem. Sooner or later, outraged are not followed, well, I'm not going
students with permanent scoliosis be the one looking at chiropractic bills
will throw off the weight of their back- and requests for personal trainers
packs and rise, outraged, to storm the held by a collection of wild-eyed law
administration's offices and demand students with the books to back them
change. So I will offer a few sugges- up.
tions so that when that day comes,
and the door is quivering in its frame
under repeated battering with copies of
Cases and Materials
QD..:Ioill and the
White and Summers
career Opportunities for IP Professionals
Hornbook on the
Uniform CommerMost desirable areas of california, New York and soon-to-open
cial Code, the adWashington, DC for career opportunities and personal growth.
Lyon &. Lyon LLP, a premier intellectual property law firm, has
ministrators will be
offices in Los Angeles, Costa Mesa, San Diego, San Jose, CA,
able to shout, "NO!
White Plains, NY and soon-to-open Washington, DC. We are
Wait!
We have
seeking qualified students with superior academic credentials
scoliosis too!"
and a technical undergraduate degree in mechanical or
electrical engineering, biology, chemistry, physics or computer
First, the Law
If you are interested in pursuing summer
science.
School might want
employment, please send your resume including a copy of your
law school transcript and preference in office location to Maria
to look into purchasMarinelli, Supervisor of Professional Recruiting, Lyon & Lyon
ing classroom copies
LLP, 633 W. Rfth Street, Suite 4700, Los Angeles, CA 90071of all the books, so
2066 or email at recruit@lyonlyon.com. We look forward to
that we can leave
hearing from interested candidates.

The Burdens We Bear
By Hannah Mufton
In light of the recent affirmative action-based lawsuit against the Law
School, I think Michigan Law ought
to think seriously about the other suits
that could potentially be brought.
Some of them could be quite serious
indeed.
Now, you might think I'm talking
about other affirmative action suits,
or possibly suits alleging sex discrimination or sexual harassment on the
part of the admissions committee, or
maybe even a suit claiming that the
admissions committee sexually harassed a minority. However, I'm
thinking about something much more
serious even than that. I'm talking
about a book suit
I doubt Michigan Law school has
ever thought, really thought, about
our books. Sure, we complain about
them all the time- they're expensive
and have too many words in them
and take too much time to read.
Michigan Law has heard all of these
complaints before. The complaint
that might really get them into
trouble, though, is that these books
weigh as much as a fully loaded semi.
There is only one trick to identifying a law student walking across the
quad. He or she will be bent almost
double under the weight of some
huge backpack, invariably bristling
with supplemental restraint straps,
water bottle pockets, key holders and
random little dangly things. They
won't stop. In fact, they can't stop,
because momentum is all that is keeping them upright. H they stopped,
they would slowly topple backwards
and have to lie on the ground, feebly
calling for help, until some non-law
student came to help them up. Other
law students would be no help - as
soon as they bent to help, they would
tip over, and then the problem would
be even more grave.
When asked what is in these backpacks, the answer is almost univer-
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(Dennis Westlind, whose column "Above the Law" wrmally
appears in this space, is on assignment covering the
Pat Buchanan Cllmpaign and will return in two weeks.)

Total Asshole Offered
Terrific Job

Interview Tips and Strategies
By Nancy J. Rtljael,

Office of Career Services
Interviewing season is now in full
swing, but many second-year students are inexperienced at on-campus
interviewing. In order to help you
fully realize your interviewing potential, the OCS has compiled a list of the
best interview tips and strategies.

7.

8.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Be direct. Law firms look for associates who are direct and to the
point. Ask right up front, "Do you
have a mandatory drug testing
policy?"
Dress to impress. Interviewees
should dress as though they were
practicing attorneys. Make sure
your jeans do not have rips or 9.
tears. If your shirt has mustard
stains, make sure that they are
covered by your tie.
Make eye contact. Always look
the interviewer in the eye. Make
sure they are the ones to break eye
contact. Wmning the stare-down
shows that you are assertive and
aggressive.
Know the firm. You should re- 10.
search the firm., and ask questions
that cannot be answered by visiting their web site. Find out which
partners are currently under federal indictment, and avoid asking
about them.
Make a firm handshake. Nothing is worse than a limp, moist
handshake.
Learn
the
interviewer's fraternity, sorority
or secret society handshake, and
use that. If the interviewer is a
Freemason, perform Ritual #45(b)
in its entirety.
Be enthusiastic. Interviewers
look for new associates with a

passion for practicing law. Tell an
interesting story about your last
arrest, and how your acquittal
inspired you to go to law school.
Emphasize Public Service. Many
law firms stress public service
work. Ask for a permanent assignment in the pro bono department.
Stay calm. Getting nervous in an
interview is rarely helpful. Remember to control your temper.
If you punch the interviewer,
your chances of getting a callback are significantly reduced.
Take a bong hit half an hour before the interview to mellow
yourself out.
Be personable. Law firms look
for people with personalities who
will fit into their environment.
Show a personal interest in the
interviewer. If they are of the opposite sex, look for a ring, and ask
them what they are doing later. If
they are of the same sex, forget
about the ring and ask what they
are doing later.
Lie like a fucking rug. Make
things up. Add several degrees to
the education section of your
resume. Reading obituaries in the
Wall Street Journal is a great way
to find supervisors for non-existent jobs. Tell the interviewer you
really want to practice securities
regulation law. Remark that you
are impressed by the firm's reputation in the community. Say that
you have never been arrested.
Oaim that you play squash with
J.J. White. The worst thing that
will happen is that you will get
dinged, which you're certainly
going to get without lying.

(ANN ARBOR) Fred Dahlberg, by all
accounts a complete and total asshole,
was offered a terrific job yesterday.
Dahlberg, a second-year student at
Michigan Law School, received the
offer from Bryant, Powell, Lane and
Stein, a premier New York finn with
a broad practice in cotporate law and
litigation. Sources indicate that
Dahlberg will receive $2100 per week
over the summer, spend his weekends
sailing or dining at partners' homes,
and take in several Broadway shows,
all at the firm's expense. If Dahlberg
receives an offer, which he almost certainly will, his starting salary in 2001
will exceed $110,000.
Dahlberg's peers were distressed
by the news. "I can't believe this shit,"
said fellow 2L Cindy McLaughlin,
"Fred is a totally geeky, butt-kissing
lame-wad. What kind of firm would
hire him?" Oassmate Lance Steinberg
was equally incredulous. "Dahlberg
is the biggest goddamn putz I've ever
met. I've gotten five dings, no callbacks, and I have twice the GPA he
has. I mean, what the fuck?"
Speaking by telephone from the
Ritz-Carlton in New York,. Dahlberg's
-1
OUJ.y
comment was: "Nya nya nya. "

Federalist Society, Elders of Zion,.
IDuminati. Announce Plans for
Joint World Domination
(NEW YORK) The Federalist Society,

the Elders of Zion and the illuminati
announced yesterday that they will
form a new coalition aimed at "total
world control and domination." In a
press release issued by secret proxy,
the new partnership unveiled their

----------------ibll=~=t=~=~==t~=t=ae====5=®=tt=ob=e=r=l9=9=9======~=======1=1~''
strategy to dominate the globe by the
year 2010. "For far too long the great
conspiracies of the world have competed against one another. But now,
we shall cooperate to extend our dominion and reign of terror across the
globe."
Under the plan, the three co-conspirators will divide global society
into spheres of influence. "The lliuminati, known for their assassinations of
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and the
Kennedys, will control the world military industrial complex. The Elders of
Zion will extend their domination of
the financial sector. Most importantly,
the Federalist Society will continue to
infiltrate state and federal courts, law
firms, political parties and, most importantly, the law schools. Absolute
power will be ours! Resistance is futile!"
While the location of the headquarters of the Elders of Zion and the illuminati are unknown,. it is widely believed that the Federalist Society occupies a dank. windowless basement
office at Michigan Law School. It is
from this office that the alleged rightwing conspiracy has controlled politics and law for over fifty years.

~
FASHION, from page 8
Stop! Or My Mom Will Shoot. For these
cinema crawlers, a tone-on-tone suit
may jive them right into "Swingers."
Or try tall boots and a long skirt to
recall The Graduate. (The skirt is primarily a female look, though men
could get a Braveheart thing going on.)
It's not just about gimmicks, though.
In any season, wearing fashion well,
is about establishing a personality.
Think of the look you want to project
to the world and use the new pieces
to put that look into gear. Eyeglasses,
for example, are an easy accessory to
use to focus a look, since how the
world sees you depends also on how
you see the world.
Peering through little Lennon
lenses says, "I'm cool, and I might
write poetry after class gets out."
Hom-rimmed glasses say, "I'm work-

ing that retro look while I reflect on
the exclusionary rule."
Teeny close-spaced frames also
have the advantage of making you
look like you don't have any pupils, a
la Little Orphan Annie. This is a very
futuristic look; go with it, rocket star.
We won't mention nay names to
avoid swelled heads (never a good
look), but a few profs have caught our
eyes with their well-dressed peepers.
Bookish tortoiseshell frames to match
sandy reddish hair? A-plus. You've
made the top of the RG fashion curve.

Brown is a color made for people
with this skin tone. This season, the
shade is particularly striking in polished leather accessories, from belts
to key fobs in tones from deep chocolate to black coffee to cafe au lait.
When choosing a beverage at a cybercafe, try to pick one that matches your
outfit.
Show Off Your Assets

As important as color and personality are, though, we can't forget body

type.
Color You Fashionable

Speaking of color, let's.
The first question to ask yourself
is what your skin's undertone color
is. Whether you're dark or fair, you'll
essentially have a warm or cool undertone, and should choose clothing
colors accordingly. You may not think
it matters, but trust us on this one:
choosing the right palette may mean
the difference between being the subject of envious stares in class and the
subject of lunchtime laughter in the
Lawyers' Oub.
Here's where it gets interactive.
Hold up a piece of white paper to your
face. Does your skin say "pinkish" or
"yellowish?" (The advice of independent counsel might be helpful.)
If you have pinkish tones, you'll
probably look fabulous in various
shades of green. The right shades for
you this fall will be greeny-golds,
greeny-grays and forests. The vision
is "bountiful earth."
And lucky you -pink undertones
tend to make you look more youthful
and vibrant. Bring out that rosy glow
with lighter tones and save the deeper
forest shades for chilly winter days.
Yellow skin tones must be handles
with special care, given the fluorescentlighting of Hutchins Hall. A jaundiced professor sets a poor fashion
example.
To make your color look creamy,
not sickly, a carefully chosen yellow
or gold will do the trick. Make sure it
plays up the warmth in your complexion with rich hues, not washed-out
tones.

Professors who are a little shy
about their physiques can hide in the
Michelin-Man-inspired puffy down
coats that continue to be the stars of
tum-of-the-century outerwear.
And pleated trousers are still everywhere, as the default traditional
work-wear pant. An obvious advantage: they drape gently under a gut
amplified by too many pizza-fueled
late nights finishing law-review articles.
Flat-front pants, though, proclaim:
"I have nothing to hide, and everything to show off." This attitude is currently in style. It makes sense: you
don't put in tough hours at the 1M
building just to hide your light under
a bushel, or your toned quads under
pleats. Flat-fronts are everywhere
now - or, rather, in all the right
places.
Go Forth and Be Fashionable

There will be no written test on this
material; no study aids can be found
in hanging files or readings on reserve. It's time to take this advice and
run with it all the way to the mall.
And as befits the last autumn of the
Nineties, time is the most important
factor. It's already October, and finding the best selection of clothing will
grow harder as the season progresses.
Overfishing of Banana Republic is a
sad but true fact of sharing a common
marketplace. To avoid this tragedy of
the commons, shop now.
Good luck with fashion liftoff.
We'll be watching.

•
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tical, and that in all cases, the driver's
only option is none at all. The choice
of ending someone' s life is simply not
his to make. The moment he acts in
any way, he is switching his position
in the hypothetical from one of passivity to one of activity. We do not
By Ayelette Robinson
and should not blame the one survivor of a plane crash for killing the
''And how much do you cost?" asked the supermarket other passengers because that one
cashier, after ringing through the rest of the grocery items. passenger was not in control of the
situation. When the five people ap"Infinity," I replied.
pear on the track, and the trolley's
brakes fail, the driver has no control,
1bis is my mother's favorite story one, right? Well, let's go back to the and his status in the scenario is
about me, from the days when I used exercise above. Were you able to de- equivalent to that of the airplane crash
to fit into shopping carts. (My excuse cide that the five people on your left survivor. The moment he turns a
is that I had just learned a new word were worth more than three on your steering wheel or flips a switch he
and was eager to use it.) I begin with right? Did you decide that five and takes control of, and thereby changes
this story to illustrate an important five were worth the same, but five and the nature of, his situation, and he bepoint human worth is un-quanti.fi- two were not? If so, where did you comes blameworthy for his acts. He
able. It is impossible to put a number draw the line?
then decides that five times infinity is
Now, let's say that there is no actually worth more than one times
on my value or yours. In fact, next
time you're sitting in class, try this: track off to the side, but there is a infinity. And he should be held aclook to your left and decide how worker on an elevated platform which countable for that choice, if he decides
much the five people sitting on that is located between the trolley and the to make it. If he does nothing, hereside of you are worth; then look to five men. Right now, it is above the tains his 'victim' status.
your right and decide how much the trolley, but the driver has a switch
I write all this because while it
five people on this side of you are which can lower the platform, thereby seems incredibly obvious to me that
worth. Is one set of five more or less blocking the trolley from hitting the due to its un-quantifiability, one huvaluable than the other? Would it five men, but destroying the platform man life cannot be worth less than five
help if I asked you to compare the and killing the person on it. Is it okay in any moral or practical sense, it is
same five people on your left with for the driver to hit the switch? If not, apparently not obvious to, nor even
only four people on your right? What how is that different from turning a considered by, most of the people
about five and three? Is five times steering wheel? Going back to the around me. It appears that one life is
infinity really more than one times original scenario, where most people worth less than five in one circuminfinity?
feel the driver should tum the car onto stance, and more in others. And I feel
Now consider the famous trolley the side track: what if the driver knew a need to find out what this distincproblem. A trolley driver notices that that each of the five men in front of tion is that so many people see but
up ahead on his track are five work- him were all going to die within the that I do not. There seems to be some
ers. He puts his foot on the brake, but next five years, but that the single sort of vague feeling that the single
it fails, and there is no way of warn- worker on the other track had forty worker's fate is already, or more, ining the five workers to get out of the years left to live. Would the sum of tertwined with those of the other five
way of the trolley. Ifhehitsthem, they the twenty five years the five work- people in the second track scenario
will all die. The driver then notices a ers had left to live be worth less than than with those in the raised platform
path to his right, onto which he could the forty of the single worker, or scenario. This argument alone is
turn the trolley. But there is one more? What if the five workers were hardly convincing. So I invite anyone
worker there as well, who will cer- all single and childless, but the one who can offer a more substantive extainly die if the driver chooses to go worker on the side track was married planation to do so, so that I can undown that track. What should the with four children?
derstand the other side a little better.
driver do?
I'm not trying to change any of My email is ayelette@umich.edu.
According to a very scientific poll, your minds, but I am trying to show
a significant majority of my class- why I haven't been able to change
mates, perhaps even all of them, be- mine. Why is the lone worker on the
lieve that the driver should absolutely track somehow more dispensable
turn the car onto the side track. Why than the one on the platform? I purkill five when you only need to kill port that the two situations are iden-

RETHINKING THE
TROLLEY PROBLEM
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in 1969 and his J.D. from George Washington University in 1975. He is also a CPA.
Mr. Walker currently owns and runs his own business, MedContent, Inc. MedContent
publishes "MondayMorning," a weekly electronic newsletter that describes the top
business news in the healthcare industry (visit "MondayMorning" at
www.mondaymorning.com). MedContent also furnishes news daily to internet
websites. Mr. Walker is a marathon runner and lives in beautiful Cardiff, California,
outside of San Diego.

yer.

TO COMe
Q:What jobs have you had since
graduation?
A: Well, there was the IRS job in the
nonprofit tax group. Then there was
the job in the tax department of
Laventhol & Horwath. Then there
was the stint with Memel, Jacobs,
Pierno & Gersh (interviewer's note: this

was the largest health law firm at the
time). Then there was the stint as a
VP in the healthcare investment banking division of Merrill Lynch. Then
there was the stint as a VP with Security Pacific's merchant bank. Then, I
went into real private enterprise. You
know, the stint where if you don't
work, you don't eat?
Q:How did you choose the jobs that
you did?
A: Mostly, they chose me. By that, I
mean I'd be dead-set on a certain job;
had to have it. Then, an offer would
come out of nowhere to do something
else and I'd take it, probably because
I hadn't thought of it.
Q:What got you into the business
you are in now?
A: All the time I was flying around
the country ... lugging this huge bag
around full of 20-30 journals, newsletters, memos - way more than I
could ever quite get through ... I was
supposed to know everything that
was going on in healthcare. I was
plagued with this constant dread of
being blind-sided by some smart alec
who'd ask me a question to which I
didn't know the answer, and my
goose would be cooked.
Anyway, it occurred to me later
that a lot of people could probably use
a digest of the week's top industry

This column is going to feature interviews with law school "survivors" who are now
happy and having fun doing a variety of different things. This issue's interviewee is
Stephen Walker. Mr. Walker earned his B.A. from the College ofWz1liam and Mary

news in their fax machines or computer first thing when they got to
work on Monday morning. They
could scan it over coffee in a couple
of minutes and go into their first meeting "filled-in" on the week's top developments. That way, no blind-siding. I sent out some samples, got a
pretty good response, and here I ameight years later still writing the thing.
Q:How do you apply what you
learned in law school to your work?
A: ... I have deadlines that are very
real (you know, the "no-eat" thing).
Law school constantly presented me
with all sorts of deadlines I initially
thought I had no chance of meeting.
But, over time I learned not to panic
or quit. Just keep putting one foot in
front of the other, keep moving forward. Next thing I know, I'm on the
other side of the deadline, bracing for
the next. It was extremely influential
on me to consistently meet deadlines
that I initially couldn't see any chance
of meeting. I learned about the power
of my will, and not letting my mind
conjure up this or that impossibility.
Q: Is being a lawyer part of your
identity today?
A: ... [I]t's something no lawyer ever
really escapes ... Best part is that, even
though I don't know very much about
the law anymore, most people - including some potential adversaries in
business or other parts of my life don't know what I don't know. That
can be very useful in getting people
to back off under certain circumstances. The trick is in not revealing
what you don't know. That's key.

Q: What is the best piece of advice
you can give to weary law students?
A: The best definitely is yet to come.
Don't lock yourselves in to some notion of lawyering, because it may be
your destiny to do something else ...
See whether you like spending a
zillion hours of your life week after
week with the kind of people who
also decided to try lawyering. It will
seem unthinkable that, after all that
hard work and sacrifice, you might do
something else. Just see how you feel
and your path will become more and
more clear.
I know a lot of lawyers who are
happy as heck lawyering. It's truly a
noble calling because peoples' lives
are most definitely in your hands ...
If you don't choose lawyering, your
training and the experiences you have
will teach you things about yourself
that, later, you'll draw from in mostly
non-law situations to get you through.
The really tough situations, because
you know you can. I have to say that
I wouldn't be who I am today, doing
what I want to do, without the stint
atGW.
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Dead Man l
ByRyan

Wu

American Beauty
Directed by Sam Mendes;

ment. Spacey's clearly having
and he wants us to be in on
Too bad the
the rest of the cast with

written by Alan Ball
Starring: K e v i n Spacey, Annette
Benning, Thora Birch, Wes Bentley,
Chris Cooper, and Mena Suvari
Kevin Spacey's charming, self-as
sured (and strangely asexual) persona

has been $0 firmly established n.r T'£"\<A>
that it's a shock when we
ter his Lester

Beauty,

an ill-fated

narrating from
deadened
and

The most expensive French film
ever made (at the time), Leos Carax' s
legendary paean to amourfou is finally
making it to these shores eight years
after its inception. Denis Lavant, a
sneering , simian-like speciman, plays
the homeless fire-eater Alex - a man
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selfishly obsessed with the nearly- if that person is willing to share the
blind artist Michele (a ravaged, bril- viewpoint If a student is admitted
liant Juliette Binoche) who's slum- who cannot do the work that other
ming on the famous Pont-Neuf students can, which often happens
Bridge. They meet, they frolic, they with race-conscious admissions (in
water-ski amid the spectacular Bicen- many admissions offices, the race factennial fireworks. There ain't much tor is enough to get students who
of a narrative, and you're bound dis- would have only qualified for a third
like these oafish lovers, but none of tier law school into one of the top
this matters. Heedlessly splattering schools in the country), then he's unthe screen with naked emotion, Carax likely to speak up in class. Only when
somehow crafted one of the most po- a student is truly qualified to meet the
etic and emotionally expressive films academic rigors of a top school can his
of recent years. He's created a work views be heard and respected at that
that exalts the emotion of love with- school.
out succumbing to the easy temptaSecond, it is unclear that just betion of romanticizing the characters in cause people of different races go to
love. Recommended to those with the same school, they will leave that
adventurous tastes only.
school ready for an integrated society.
Walking into any college dining hall,
one would find tables where people
Grade:,?'/of the same race sit together. Go into
classes or social events, one would
find the same phenomenon. John
Payton said that forty five years after
Brown v. Board was handed down,
thirty years after it was enforced, our
POLICY, from page 3
society is now more segregated than
ever before. The integrated classroom
standing whatever difficulties they has failed as a social engineering demay have overcome, dozens of stu- vice to achieve genuine integration.
dents are severely hurt each year be- Even if more African Americans encause of the Law School's race-con- ter the legal profession in the future,
scious admissions policy. The burden they are more likely to form firms on
of the policy on innocent third parties, their own, rather than join integrated
then, is enormous.
firms. Even in integrated firms, they
Based on the above considerations, are more likely to socialize with those
the Law School's admissions policy is of their own race, rather than the other
clearly not narrowly tailored enough races. Until American society beto pass constitutional muster. There comes color blind, integration reare three other social policy concerns mains an impossible dream. At this
that take out the core of the Law point, it's been shown that racial diSchool's case.
versity does not, by itself, aid either
First, throughout the entire presen- the rigor of class discussion or the
tation, the value of diversity in the achievement of integration. On the
classroom was held to be an essential contrary, it's clearly shown that affirjustification for the Law School, as mative action fosters social evils such
well as the University's admissions as subconscious discrimination and
policy. First, it's important to note that the destruction of young men and
many factors, not just race, determine women's dreams simply because of
one's views. According to a study the color of their skin.
done by James LingrenofNorthwestThird, the hypocrisy of the Law
ern, political ideology, religious be- School's argument must be exposed.
liefs, and education all have impacts At the first meeting of the Federalist
on par with, if not greater than, race. Society, our faculty advisor said that
Second, it's also important to note that he was there because there wasn't
a person's viewpoint is only relevant another conservative on the faculty.

During his speech, James Lingren related the story that after the 1980
presidential elections, it was discovered that none of the seventy law professors at Harvard had voted For
Reagan. These horror stories relate
the fact that for years, conservative
legal scholars have been discriminated against atlaw schools across the
country. Dean Lehman spoke of the
need for diversity, presumably the
need for diversity goes beyond the
diversity of race, and into the diversity of political beliefs as well. Indeed,
the conservative belief of judicial restraint would create wonderful
counter arguments in most law school
classes. However, due to the scarcity
of conservative law professors, these
counter arguments are rarely articulated with the force and clarity they
deserve. It is hypocritical for the Law
School to demand diversity on the
basis on race on one hand, and to ignore diversity on the basis of political
ideology on the other simply because
the hiring committee is staffed full of
liberals who wouldn't be caught dead
next to a conservative thinker. When
I directed this concern to Dean
Lehman during the panel discussion,
he dodged around the question. He
knew he was caught for perpetuating
the hypocritical double standard
that's plagued this Law School, as
well as the finest law schools across
the country.
To start an organization that lobbies for affirmative action for conservatives, or to send some hate mail,
please email hoy@umich.edu.

[Ed. 's Note: Please send responses, and
CC hate mail, to rg@umich.edu}
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